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“SpeechMotion has
streamlined our documentation
processes by combining our
dictation and transcription
system into one, affordable
solution. The SpeechMotion
team have been very
supportive of us, even making
enhancements to the product
based on our suggestions. We
have been very happy in our
decision to select
SpeechMotion.”
--WENDY MANGIN
DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL RECORDS
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL

State-of-the-Art Technology
SpeechMotionTM Enterprise is a state-ofthe-art product suite encompassing voice
capture, speech recognition, distribution
and e-signature applications for healthcare
documentation. As a Software-as-aService (SaaS), SpeechMotion is flexible,
reliable and budget friendly. Designed to
handle high volumes and complex
workflows that will give any size
organization, from a single-practitioner
office to a multi-facility hospital, the
efficiency and productivity gains required
to compete in today’s competitive
healthcare environment, SpeechMotion
Enterprise is the right choice for modern
healthcare facilities.
Time-tested for over a decade,
Enterprise’s built-in, user-friendly
documentation and management tools
improve efficiencies by centralizing
common tasks that are often decentralized
in many legacy systems. From workflow
monitoring to statistics reporting,
SpeechMotion Enterprise provides for all
the managerial and technical needs of its
users.

HIM and transcription managers
originally designed SpeechMotion
Enterprise for flexibility and cost-effective
customization, allowing the platform to
easily adapt to any environment for
transparent integration and full
interoperability. Enterprise’s ability to
customize to your organization’s unique
requirements minimizes the need for
change on the part of your users,
improving adoption rates and streamlining
implementation.

Seamless Integration
SpeechMotion Enterprise works behind
the scenes, gathering dictation and pairing
it with patient information from your
existing system. Dictation is sent for
transcription or back-end speech
recognition, depending on utilization. As
documents are completed, they are
delivered back to your existing workflow,
including your EMR or other electronic
storage, as well as to any combination of
printing and faxing.
Over the years, SpeechMotion
Enterprise has been successfully

integrated with a number of leading EMR
systems, including, but not limited to: Epic,
Cerner, McKesson, Meditech, OnBase,
Allscripts, Centricity, and Logician - not to
mention a number of ‘homegrown’
systems.

Mobile Accessibility
In today’s world, transparency and
access to information is imperative for
efficient and timely management. A user’s
ability to quickly monitor and access
information was a key focal point in the
design of SpeechMotion Enterprise.
Modules for general account
maintenance, statistical reporting, voice
management, and document archival are
available to managers both on and off site.
This allows the customer to directly
monitor and maintain their information,
rather than submitting change requests,
which may delay important updates.
Customers may access SpeechMotion
Enterprise via a client application, installed
locally, or via our web-portal, making
SpeechMotion accessible from anywhere
you have an internet connection.
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To Meet Your Evolving Needs
Ensuring Patient Confidentiality
Patient confidentiality is a critical
aspect of healthcare data management.
SpeechMotion Enterprise provides
encryption for all incoming and outgoing
data, fully in line with HIPAA/PIPEDA
requirements. We regularly review all
systems for security compliance and strive
to exceed expectations.
Within the platform, data and patient
data is kept secure through user-defined
restricted privileges. All records are
encrypted and are protected from
unauthorized access via secure,
embedded login credentials.
In addition to data security, our data
center housing the main storage and host
servers of SpeechMotion Enterprise is a
Class V Data Center, designated secure by
the US Department of Homeland Security.

e-Signature
SpeechMotion Enterprise offers a
flexible, web-based e-signature option for
customers who wish to electronically sign
documents within SpeechMotion
Enterprise. Physicians may sign on to
SpeechMotion’s secure web-portal from
anywhere they have an internet

connection, even home, to access and
review documents awaiting signature.
Facilities utilizing SpeechMotion’s esignature may configure system alerts to
notify the physician that important data is
missing. Or, facilities can choose to route
jobs with missing data elements to an
administrator for review before they are
sent to the physician for signature. This
alert system ensures only complete
documents are distributed to referring
physicians and to the facility’s EMR for
placement in the patient’s permanent
record.

Flexible Speech Recognition
SpeechMotion Enterprise offers an
unprecedented unified back-end and
front-end speech recognition technology.
Voice profiles are trained using traditional
transcription, eliminating the need for your
physicians to train the engine. One voice
profile drives the recognition front-end and
back-end.
Individual voice profiles are trained for
every physician, adapting to their unique
qualities and habits. Physicians do not
need to change their dictation habits,
making the adjustment to front-end

“Implementing SpeechMotion
was very easy, with little to no
interruptions.”
--HEATHER OLIBO, RHIA
HIM Operations Liaison
Wishard Health Services

speech recognition simple and
straightforward.
Two front-end solutions are available,
including a local application for traditional
front-end recognition, as well as a cloudbased solution that provides more robust
accuracy - a perfect choice for those
physicians or patient encounters that may
not be a candidate for traditional front-end
recognition.
For back-end speech recognition,
flexible workflow options and filtering
allow your organization to select the
physicians and worktypes that will be
processed through speech recognition,
allowing for complete control over
utilization. Quality filtering is available to
ensure only those draft documents worth
editing are edited – poor quality drafts are
disposed of and rerouted for transcription.

Improving Meaningful Use
Compliance
SpeechMotion Enterprise provides
the best of both worlds - through its ability
to integrate seamlessly with your EMR,
dictation is completed via the platform and
uploaded to the correct location in the
patient’s electronic record. Physicians
frustrated with their EMR may appreciate
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WHY DO HEALTHCARE FACILITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY
CHOOSE SPEECHMOTION?
Customization: As a SaaS,

Flexible Distribution: Multiple

SpeechMotion is easy to customize
and simple to deploy.

distribution options by facility,
worktype, patient location or provider.

e-Signature: Customers utilize our

Enable Meaningful Use: Minimize

online e-signature application for
document signing.

change and overcome resistance to
EMRs by providing options.

Smart Dictation: Keep your

Minimal Hardware
Requirements: No expensive

current dictation method; use our
cost-effective VoIP option; or dictate
with your smartphone.

a solution like SpeechMotion Enterprise
because it provides them the option to
type, dictate, or both, making EMRs far
less intrusive and time-consuming.
Our history of streamlined integrations
with industry leading EMRs has led to
improved EMR adoption rates and a faster
return on investment for healthcare
facilities around the country.

Value-Added Documentation
Many healthcare organizations today
are searching for value in their
documentation and patient data.
Information contained within patient
records can drive downstream processes,
like auditing, coding, and billing. Data
found in a patient’s records can be
summarized to provide discharge or
transfer instructions. Problem and
medication lists can be automatically
extracted and prepared in time for a
patient’s visit.
Most healthcare providers believe this
type of data extraction can only be
achieved through the use of an EMR
system. To extract data from an EMR, it
must be placed into the EMR under certain
constraints, such as field boxes and dropdown menus, effectively coding it at the

Join us!

hardware to purchase or upgrade.

time of insertion so it can be automatically
extracted later.
The SpeechMotion Enterprise solution
provides healthcare facilities with an
advanced, value-added documentation
product. Documents created through
SpeechMotion Enterprise are automatically
encoded using state-of-the-art natural
language processing technologies. These
documents are distributed in the Clinical
Documentation Architecture (CDA), an
industry standard used for structured data
encoding and parsing.
SpeechMotion’s value-added
documentation product has been used by
healthcare facilities to automatically
populate EMRs and to drive downstream
processes, creating unexpected
efficiencies and cost-savings.

Integration: Seamlessly integrates
with all leading EMR systems,
including GE, Cerner, 3M,
McKesson, Epic and Allscripts.

Support ICD-10: Provide flexibility
for physicians to dictate the
additional narrative necessary for
ICD-10 billing.

Speech Recognition: Advanced
front-end and back-end speech
recognition options.

mention our reputation for cost-savings
and unsurpassed customer service.
From providing dictation options to
overcoming EMR resistance, to providing a
value-added documentation product that
can turn narrative dictation into structured,
encoded clinical facts, SpeechMotion is
the industry leader in healthcare
documentation solutions.
To learn how SpeechMotion can assist
your organization in meeting your strategic
goals, like Meaningful Use compliance and
ICD-10 adoption, while reducing costs and
streamlining efficiencies, visit
www.speechmotion.com.

A Proven Solution
With hundreds of deployments and
thousands of users, SpeechMotion
Enterprise has been proven to be the
reliable, scalable and technically advanced
choice for a customized and personalized
medical documentation solution. Across
the country, healthcare facilities are
selecting SpeechMotion because of the
options it provides their physicians and
staff, both now and in the future, not to

Scan me to find out what’s new
with SpeechMotion!

